The rise in cross-border business travel has led to increasing scrutiny of tax and immigration compliance related to corporate travelers. Accurately tracking the locations and workdays of your travelers and assignees has now become a critical imperative for multinational organizations.

One Global System
Tracer

Ernst & Young’s Tracer is a smartphone application that allows travelers or assignees to voluntarily and easily track their movements for tax and immigration reporting and compliance purposes.

Tracer allows employees to use the GPS functionality of their smartphone (iPhone, BlackBerry or Android) to transmit their location to the Ernst & Young tracking system each morning and evening. Tracer updates the employee’s Ernst & Young web-based travel calendar with the data from the smartphone. Additionally, Tracer can link to Ernst & Young’s Travel Risk and Compliance technology, and to our global network of tax and immigration compliance professionals, where the travel data can be analyzed to determine the tax implications of short-term business travel.

One Global System – integrated technology

Tracer will help your organization maintain compliance within your population of cross-border business travelers and assignees, while removing the burden of travel-related record keeping and allowing your employees to focus on their jobs.
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Why use Tracer?

Tracer simplifies your employees’ lives and allows them to stay focused on doing their jobs. Instead of having to spend time and effort accessing an online calendar to maintain travel records and workdays, your employees can simply download the Tracer app and turn on their smartphones.

Tracer provides employees the opportunity to submit their location twice per day and allows them to specify whether their time has been a workday, travel day or vacation day. No personally identifiable information is ever sent. After approval by the traveler, the data is then sent to the Ernst & Young online travel calendar, which accurately counts work days based on local tax laws and business rules.

This powerful technology helps you maintain global tax and immigration compliance for your employees – wherever they go. The benefits to you? Fewer problems; reduced headaches; increased global compliance; and happier, more focused employees.

Key questions:

- Are your employees traveling across international borders without your advance knowledge and approval?
- Are you discovering immigration and tax compliance obligations incurred by your travelers after the fact?
- Have you tried to track the locations of your business travelers and international assignees but found existing approaches to be cumbersome, difficult or time-consuming?
- Have you implemented a travel tracking system, but your employees do not use it consistently?

Ernst & Young technology professionals are at your disposal to discuss your answers to these questions.
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